Abstract -Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) tomography can reconstruct the elevation profile of each pixel based on a set of co-registered complex images of a scene. Its main advantage over classical interferometric methods consists in the capability to improve the detection of single persistent scatterers as well as to enable the detection of multiple scatterers interfering within the same pixel. In this paper, three tomographic algorithms are compared and applied to a dataset of 32 images to generate the elevation map of dominant scatterers from a scene. Targets which present stable proprieties over time -Persistent Scatterers (PS) are then detected based on reflectivity functions reconstructed with Capon filtering.
I. INTRODUCTION AR interferometry (InSAR) makes use of the phase difference between two complex valued images from different views of the same area. After separation of the topographic component from the interferometric phase, an accurate digital elevation model (DEM) of the scene can be generated.
The main limitations of InSAR are related to the fact that it does not possess any capabilities to separate the contribution of multiple targets from the same rangeazimuth resolution cell [1] . For example it fails in regions with steep slopes, like buildings' facades, the reconstructed DEM may be affected by layover [2] . In this case, the signal from a single range-azimuth resolution cell contains the contributions of multiple echoes coming from different sources positioned in a different cell on ground. Residual components of interferometric phase, partly caused by temporal decorrelation and non-uniform propagation of waves through atmosphere, are also difficult to be estimated using only a pair of SAR images.
To overcome these limitations, SAR techniques using multiple acquisition were developed. Typically they involve variations of the view angle (multi-baseline) and are acquired over repeated passes (multi-temporal). Proper processing of stacks of SAR acquisitions allows the mitigation of noise and of error sources, as well as reduction of the phase ambiguity. They also form the basis of modern differential interferometry (D-InSAR) techniques, which measure and monitor the displacements of earth's surface over the time [1] . D-InSAR methods are commonly applied to study the effects of phenomena such as seismic and volcanic activities, landslides, glacier motions, mining, etc [3] .
In order to be able to measure deformation rates, up to a fraction of the wavelength of radar signal, the differential component of interferometric phase (component related to scene's displacements) needs to be precisely estimated. For this, a technique which studies the phase variation of points which present stable electromagnetic proprieties over time was developed: PS-InSAR method [4] . Classical techniques employed for persistent scatterers' detection study the temporal variation of targets' amplitudes (indicated by an index of dispersion) and then the dispersion of the phase difference with respect to a model depending on the height and velocity of a scatterer.
II. SAR TOMOGRAPHY SAR Tomography represents an extension of multitemporal interferometric techniques. It uses both the amplitude and phase of SAR acquisitions to reconstruct the distribution of scene's reflectivity function in elevation direction, in each resolution cell of the scene. The retrieved reflectivity function allows the improved detection of single persistent scatterers as well as the detection of multiple scatterers interfering within the same pixel. [5] .
SAR images from the dataset need to be pre-processed before the implementation of tomographic methods. The first step consists of image co-registeration (preferably at subpixel level), so pixels located at the same range-azimuth position along the dataset will have the same component on the ground. Also, the residual component of the interferometric phase such as atmospheric disturbances Inversion Algorithms and PS Detection in SAR Tomography, Case Study of Bucharest City must be estimated and subtracted, in order to minimize its possible distortions which can affect the reconstruction algorithms. Differential interferometry methods can be used for precise estimation of this component [4] The basic system model of SAR tomography states that every pixel from the set of coregistered images represents the Fourier Transform of scene's reflectivity function, at a spatial frequency which depends on the perpendicular baseline of the image to which the pixel belongs [5] :
where gnk is the complex value of pixel k from image n; k(s)
represents the variation in elevation direction of the reflectivity function of the k th pixel set, n is the spatial frequency corresponding to the n th acquisition, bpn is the perpendicular baseline value between the master image and the n th image of the dataset,  is the radar frequency and r denotes the distance between the sensor and scene's center at the moment of acquisition.
After coregistration, all pixels belonging to the same set k will represent an identical portion of the scene. Reflectivity function's elevation resolution ρel depends on the span of perpendicular baseline values bpr [ 
where H is the Hermitian operator, and N represents the number of images from dataset.
III. OBJECTIVES The main objective of this work is to perform a comparative assessment of three tomographic algorithms: Beam-Forming, Least-Squares optimization and Capon filtering. These methods were applied to reconstruct the variation of reflectivity function in elevation direction starting from a dataset of complex SAR images. A preprocessing chain was also implemented to coregister the images and to subtract the residual interferometric phase of the test scene. The dataset is made of 32 complex images of Bucharest, Romania, acquired by German satellite TerraSAR-X in strip-map mode over an interval of one year and a half (July 2011 to December 2012). For the evaluation of the algorithms we employed a small area cut from the dataset, containing the National Arena and the surrounding neighborhood. An optical satellite view of the region is presented in Fig 1. It can be noticed that the region consists mainly of buildings, so we expect a high density of PS.
Images acquired by TerraSAR-X satellite in strip-map mode have the azimuth resolution of 3.3 m, and ground range resolution of 1.9 m. The amplitude of the test scene from the master image is presented in Fig 2 . In the following sections, three tomographic algorithms (Beam-Forming, Least-Squares optimization and Capon filtering) will be implemented to reconstruct the reflectivity functions in each pixel from the selected region. The results of those three spectral estimation methods will be evaluated and compared by representing the elevation maps of the dominant scatterers. In each pixel, the height of the dominant scatterer is identified as the elevation point at which the reconstructed reflectivity function presents its maximum absolute value. Persistent scatterers of the scene will then be detected based on the reflectivity functions reconstructed with Capon filtering.
IV. REFLECTIVITY FUNCTIONS RECONSTRUCTION

A. Images pre-processing
Coregistration of images from the dataset is necessary because each acquisition is conducted from a different position. To compensate the variation of acquisitions' geometries, the resulted offsets in range and azimuth between each slave image and master image need to be estimated. Offsets assessing is implemented for each master-slave pair by maximization of amplitude's correlation coefficient R [6] , which is calculated in various windows across the scene:
where Im and Is represent the amplitudes of master and slave images, and w denote the windows in which the coherence is calculated. After offset estimation, each slave image is resampled in order to overlap with the master image of the dataset. An interferogram is obtained through performing a pixelby-pixel multiplication of the master image with the complex conjugate of a slave image. The interferometric phase itf represents the difference between the two images phases and contains, besides the topographic component topo, the contribution of Earth's surface curvature -fl, a component denoting the deformations that occurred on the scene between acquisitions (both linear and non-linear) -def, effects of non-linear propagation of waves through atmosphere -atm, and a noise component noise [4] :
In SAR tomography, the topographic component of interferometric phase is used as a starting point in combination with the absolute value of the images in the analyzed dataset. Therefore, this term must be separated from the interferometric phase. The component related to the curvature of Earth's surface can be estimated and subtracted knowing the trajectory of orbit's satellite during acquisitions [7] (interferogram flattening). Considering the relative small surface of the scene (1.9x3 km 2 ), the effects of atmospheric phase screen can be considered uniform over each image. In this case, the residual phase component is considered as being constant along each acquisition, and can be estimated as the pondered mean of flattened interferometric phase of points with a correlation index of amplitude above 0.5. The resulting mask is presented in Fig 4. Highlighted points represent a set of PS candidates identified based on amplitude's proprieties. As expected, points with a high amplitude coherence index are located mostly on roofs and facades of buildings. The flattened phase of each point from the mask is pondered by the associated correlation coefficient during the averaging process:
where M represents the number of points with amplitude's correlation coefficient R above 0.5 and phf denotes the flattened interferometric phase. The estimated value of the residual phase, phm is subtracted from each point of the interferogram for phase calibration. Adjusted interferometric phase is exemplified in Fig 5. Samples of reflectivity function's spectrum are located at spatial frequencies which depend on dataset's perpendicular baselines, as stated in equation (1) . For each pixel, the number of available spectrum samples equals the number of dataset's images (in this case 32). Given the perpendicular baselines' set of values, samples are irregularly distributed, as exemplified in Variation of reflectivity function in elevation direction will be reconstructed for each resolution cell of the scene by application of spectral estimation methods. The reconstruction of the reflectivity function ranges in elevation -from -150 to 150 m. This domain allows the detection of both dominant and secondary scatterers.
B. Beam-Forming (BF)
This method reconstructs the reflectivity function's variation by projecting a filter which doesn't distort the available components of its spectrum while attenuating as much as possible the components on other frequencies [2] . The first condition is equivalent with a unitary scalar product between filter's coefficients hBF and steering vector, at every point of elevation, as presented in (7). The second condition involves a choice of coefficients which minimize the output power of the filer, PBF (8):
min min
where Rg represents the covariance matrix of the input data. Fig. 7 . Reflectivity function reconstructed with BF.
This method presumes that the input data is completely decorrelated (Rg=I), in which case the filter coefficients equal the elements of the normalized steering vector from (3). In Fig 7 is presented the variation of filter's output power, having the spectrum samples exemplified in Fig 6 as input. A 3 by 3 multi-look (ML) window was used for estimation of covariance matrix. This reflectivity function contains three distinct local peaks, so the corresponding resolution cell presents three distinct scatterers in the reconstruction interval of the elevation. The elevation map generated through Beam-Forming filtering is presented in Fig 8. The shape of the objects (buildings and stadium) is observable in regions with a high index of amplitude's coherence.
C. Least-Squares optimization
The relation between the reflectivity function and its spectrum can be written in matrix form:
g R  (9) where g represents the vector of available spectrum samples, R denotes the exponents' matrix, and  -vector of reflectivity function's samples. The number of reflectivity function values we want to retrieve is much higher than the number of available spectrum samples, therefore the system from (9) is underdetermined. In order to find its optimal solution, we consider the cost function which represents the norm of error's samples vector:
By minimizing this cost function (cancelling its first derivative) we find the optimal solution of the system in least-squares (LS) sense [8] :
The product between exponents' matrix transpose and the matrix itself is rank-deficient, therefore it isn't invertible. To be able to calculate the optimal solution, a regularization parameter needs to be added to the cost function defined in (10) . Using the singular values decomposition (SVD) (ui, i, vi) of the exponents' matrix, the optimal LS solution becomes [8] :
where  represents the regularization parameter.
The solutions of this method are strongly dependent on the value of regularization parameter. If this parameter has a small value, equation (12) is equivalent with a direct SVD inversion of regularization matrix, which doesn't prevent noise propagation, as can be seen in elevation map presented in Fig 9:   Fig. 9 . Elevation map generated with LS optimization, using a low regularization parameter, no ML.
As the value of the regularization parameter increases, the optimal LS solution becomes increasingly closer to the solution of Beam-Forming filter. Therefore, the reconstructed elevation maps begin to resemble the one generated by Beam-Forming method.
A usual choice for the regularization parameter is the estimated noise level value, in which case the LS optimization becomes equivalent to SVD-Wiener noise filtering [9] . For noise level approximation, reflectivity function's available spectrum samples g are projected in exponent's matrix singular vectors space. Noise level ε is estimated as [10] Because of the nature of singular values σi, SVS samples are decreasing with each incrimination of index i. SVS values close to zero are deemed as belonging to noise space [9] , so only the afferent projections will be considered for estimation of noise level ε. In our case, noise threshold for SVS was chosen as 10 -3 , therefore only last three spectrum values formed the noise space (nε=16), as shown in Fig 10.   Fig. 11 . Elevation map generated with SVD-Wiener filtering, no ML.
Elevation map of dominant scatterers generated through LS optimization, when regularization parameter equals the estimated noise level, is presented in Fig 11 . This is the only implemented reconstruction algorithm in which no multilooking is applied.
D. Capon filter
The main limitation of Beam-Forming method is related to the fact that the input data was assumed to be totally decorrelated, but in SAR tomography this assumption isn't always valid. The Capon filter is designed to overcome this limitation, while respecting the same two principles stated in equations (7) and (8) . In this case, filter's coefficients have the following form [2]:
and the output power of the filter becomes [2] :
The covariance matrix of the input data can be estimated as:
1
therefore when using a 3by 3 multi-look window, the matrix is rank-deficient and needs to be regularized in order to admit an inverse. A usual regularizing method is the diagonal loading:
where regularization parameter  can be chosen as the mean variance of elements form input data vector:
Elevation map reconstructed by Capon filtering is presented in Fig 12:   Fig. 12 . Elevation map generated by Capon filtering with 3x3 ML window.
On close comparison with the results of Beam-Forming method, it can be noticed that noise level is reduced after Capon filtering. Both methods were implemented using the same multi-look window dimensions.
E. Spectral estimation algorithms overview
The main difference between the results of the three tomographic algorithms presented in this section consists in the noise level affecting the elevation maps. Capon filtering has slightly better performances than Beam-Forming method, while the results of LS optimization are strongly dependent on a regularization parameter value.
In areas with a high correlation index of amplitude, the elevation values of dominant scatterers reconstructed by those three methods are similar, close to reference values indicated by Google Earth. 
V. PERSISTENT SCATTERERS DETECTION
As previously mentioned, Persistent Scatterers denote stable targets, which present low temporal decorrelation. These points are identified by studying the variation of targets proprieties over an extended temporal interval, using a dataset of multiple SAR acquisitions. PS are intensely used in differential interferometry because of their potential to generate highly accurate measurements [4] . The main steps of PS-InSAR technique include the estimation of atmospheric phase screen (interferometric component related to waves' nonuniform propagation through atmosphere), generation of precise digital elevation models [3] , and finally measurements of scene's deformation, which can be done with millimeter accuracy. [7] .
Persistent scatterers can also be identified by an analysis of reflectivity functions reconstructed with SAR tomography. The position of dominant scatteres was identified in each resolution cell by identification of the position of reflectivity's maximum absolute value. In the case of Beam-Forming and Capon filtering methods, the nature of those scatterers can be estimated by calculation of the correlation index between the input data and filter's coefficients. By imposing a threshold to the correlation index, coherent targets can be separated from the ones affected by noise. Correlation index between Capon's filter coefficients and input data is:
where ||·|| denotes the L2-norm of the vector and smax represents the identified height of dominant scatterers. For better separation of stable targets from the ones affected by noise, the squared form of this correlation index can be used:
Targets with a squared form of correlation index above 0.5 were classified as persistent scatterers. Spatial distribution of identified PS is presented in Fig 14 Fig. 14. Identified Persistent Scatterers.
As expected, persistent scatterers are mostly detected on scene's stable structures, like building's facades and roofs. Areas of the scene affected by temporal decorrelation, like vegetation regions, do not contain targets with stable electromagnetic proprieties over time.
VI. CONCLUSIONS Three tomographic algorithms (Beam Forming, LeastSquares optimization and Capon filtering) were implemented on a set of 32 SAR images to reconstruct the variation of scene's reflectivity functions in elevation direction. Results of those three spectral estimation methods were evaluated by representation of identified dominant scatterers' elevation maps, the immediate conclusion being that the main difference between those techniques is related to noise filtering capability.
To be able to compare the algorithm's results across the entire scene, targets with low temporal decorrelation were separated from the ones affected by noise. An algorithm for persistent scatterers detection was implemented based on reflectivity functions reconstructed by Capon filtering.
Mean absolute differences between elevation maps of identified persistent scatterers, generated with the three mentioned spectral estimation methods are: 4.15 m (BF and Capon), 13.73 m (BF and LS) and 15.61 m (Capon and LS).
Future methods address alternative PS detection algorithms, using Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test [11] and Magnitude Squared Coherence index. Techniques for dominant PS's contribution extraction will be applied to detect the presence of secondary PSs across the scene's resolution cells. Non-Linear Least Squares algorithm will be applied in points where secondary scatterers are detected, to simultaneously refine the elevations of both primary and secondary targets.
